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QUESTIONS - for Class Discussion, Written Responses & Individual Reflection
1. What’s the last piece of real (snail) mail you received? How did it make you feel? *RESPONDING, Anchor Standard 7:

Perceive and analyze artistic work. Essential Question: How do life experiences influence the way you relate to art? *CONNECTING, Anchor
Standard 11: Relate artistic ideas and works with societal, cultural, and historical context to deepen understanding

2. What’s the last text/snap or digital form of communicating you did? How would it have been different if
you’d sent it through physical mail? Would you have written a postcard, a letter, put it in a greeting card, or
something else? How would this historical platform for communicating have changed or altered the
importance of the message or the feelings tied to it? *RESPONDING, Anchor Standard 7: Perceive and analyze artistic work.

3. When NXOEED said “we either succeed and keep chasing that success or fail and keep creating” what’s the
difference? Do you think one vs the other involves more pressure? Do you think pressure (of a deadline, to
have your work recognized, or to successfully create what you originally envisioned) helps you create or
causes undue stress and hinders your creative process? *CREATING, Anchor Standard 2: Organize and develop artistic
ideas and work. Enduring Understanding: People create and interact with objects, places, and design that define, shape, enhance, and
empower their lives

4. Have you ever been asked to draw/make an artwork for someone and you didn’t want to, or you said no?
What was it? If not, what would be an example of something you could get asked to make, but you wouldn’t
want to? Why? *RESPONDING, Anchor Standard 7: Perceive and analyze artistic work. *RESPONDING, Anchor Standard 9: Apply criteria
to evaluate artistic work.

LESSON IDEAS - for Projects or Sketchbook Practice & Inquiry
1. Find someone who will ‘pay you’ to make an artwork in some form other than money (a treat, a favor, a fist

bump, a hug, etc). What would be the best form of non-monetary payment, to you? *RESPONDING, Anchor Standard
7: Perceive and analyze artistic work (VA:Re.7.1.8a Explain how a person’s aesthetic choices are influenced by culture and environment and
impact the visual image that one conveys to others.  &    VA:Re.7.2.IIa Evaluate the effectiveness of an image or images to influence ideas,
feelings, and behaviors of specific audiences.)

2. Make a tiny artwork to send to someone in the mail. Consider asking them if they’ll make something and
send it back. *PRESENTING, Anchor Standard 6:  Convey meaning through the presentation of artistic work.

3. Design and make your own sticker(s) & join the next STICKER DROP! *CREATING, Anchor Standard 2: Organize and
develop artistic ideas and work. *PRESENTING, Anchor Standard 6:  Convey meaning through the presentation of artistic work.

*National Coalition for Core Arts Standards. (2014). National Core Arts Standards: National Visual Arts Standards for Pre K - 12.
Retrieved from https://nationalartsstandards.org/
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